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Judith Jarvis Thomson is Professor of Philosophy at MIT. She has written a number of articles on topics in ethics and metaphysics, some of which have been reprinted in her collection *Rights, Restitution, & Risk*. Her book *Acts and Other Events* is a study in the ontology of action. Her article in this volume is part of the introduction to her forthcoming book (Harvard University Press) on the theory of rights.
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University of Pittsburgh, the University of Michigan, and the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, her publications focus on normative theory and applied ethics. She is currently working on a book exploring how moral theories ought to accommodate human cognitive shortcomings.
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Allan Gibbard is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and has been there since 1977. Previously, he taught at the University of Chicago and the University of Pittsburgh, having received his Ph.D. from Harvard University. He is the author of numerous articles on topics in ethical theory, especially on the structure of utilitarianism and the nature of normative judgments. He has also published in economics journals on the theory of social choice. He is presently finishing a book on moral judgments, and more broadly on judgments of what it makes sense to do and to feel.